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Life Gets Better

Jessica Curlett

It seems as days pass by in life
The world becomes overrun with strife.
The news forecasts storms
Both atmospheric and human,
and nation’s leaders are constantly feuding.
The world is like a glass ball on a tack
And one more problem will cause it to crack.
Brother turns on brother,
friend betrays friend,
but I’m here to tell you,
this is not the end.
The past has been tough as history will show,
It’s not that the world’s dying,
We just see more as we grow.
We can let this cruel world crush us to bits,
or crawl from this muck and turn to our wits.
Wallowing will get us to nowhere fast,
let’s look for a change that will actually last.
The darkness around us frightens our sights,
But we receive renewal
in each dawn’s first light.
So let’s run with this day and be future setters,

to show this cruel world that life does get better.